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Gift Planning with Retirement Benefits
Taxes can erode the retirement accounts of many donors after death, leaving only a fraction
remaining for their beneficiaries. The full, date-of-death value of IRAs and qualified plans is
subject to federal estate tax (IRC §§2001, 2031). Both federal income tax and state income tax
(depending on the place of residence of the donor’s beneficiaries) will eventually come due on
distributions from traditional IRAs or other plans, costing as much as 40% or more, even when
“stretched” over a designated beneficiary’s life expectancy [IRC §691(a)(1)], and even though
federal estate taxes are deductible [IRC §691(c)]. Generation-skipping transfer taxes also can
apply when retirement accounts in excess of the current GST exemption pass to a grandchild or
other “skip” person (IRC §§2601, 2613). On the other hand, distributions to a qualified charity
would avoid all the foregoing taxes, creating significant benefit to the organization at relatively
small cost to the decedent’s other beneficiaries.

Harold’s Estate
($900,000 total estate)
$100,000 IRA
passes to children*

Total Income
Taxes

State and Federal
Estate Taxes

Remaining
for Heirs

$ 37,690

None

$62,310 (62%)
from $100,000 IRA

$20,000 (State)
$392,000 (federal)
$412,000 (total)

$340,460 (34%)
from original
$1 million IRA

Sarah’s Estate (2013 death)
($7 million taxable estate)
$247,540
$1 million IRA
passes to children**

Results of leaving the accounts to charity? All taxes would be avoided, meaning a tremendous benefit to
worthwhile causes at relatively little cost to heirs. Tax savings also would occur if retirement assets
were left to a charitable remainder trust.
* The example of Harold’s estate assumes his children are in a 33% federal income tax bracket and a 7%
state income tax bracket (state income taxes are deductible against federal).
** The example of Sarah’s estate assumes heirs will be in a 33% federal income tax bracket and a 7%
state income tax bracket (state income taxes and federal estate taxes are deductible against federal
income tax).
I.

Charitable Beneficiary Options
Beneficiary change. Donors can name a charity as death beneficiary via a beneficiary
designation form provided by the account custodian. This nonprobate arrangement
ensures both an estate tax charitable deduction [IRC §2055(a)(2)] and avoidance of
income tax on amounts distributed to the tax-exempt organization. If the donor is
married, the spouse’s written consent will be required to make charitable distributions
from qualified retirement plans (not required for IRAs).
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Fractional charitable designations. Donors can name charity as beneficiary of a
percentage of their IRAs without the need to split the IRA into multiple accounts for
family and charity. If a charity that is a co-beneficiary of a retirement account receives
its distribution by September 30 of the year following the year of the donor’s death,
individual IRA beneficiaries may stretch distributions over their life expectancies. If
charity fails to cash out in a timely manner, IRA payments would be accelerated as
follows:
Donor dies before required beginning date. IRA funds must be paid out within five
years to all beneficiaries.
Donor dies after required beginning date. Distributions will be made over five years
or the life expectancy of a person the donor’s age at his or her death, whichever is
longer. That life expectancy will exceed five years for all individuals up to age 89.
Donors reportedly have had difficulty arranging pecuniary bequests to charity ($25,000,
for example) from IRAs, perhaps due to internal policies of custodians or trustees that
permit only percentage or fractional distributions. One solution might be to state the
pecuniary distribution as a fraction in which the numerator is $25,000 (or whatever) and
the denominator is the date of death value of the entire account.
Qualified disclaimers. Donors should consider making charity the contingent
beneficiary of IRAs and qualified retirement plans and giving heirs the power to disclaim
distributions. Beneficiaries who understand the severity of the taxes may decide to let
retirement accounts pass to a worthwhile cause, especially if it’s one they support. A
spouse may disclaim in favor of a charitable remainder trust; however, children and
others can disclaim to a CRT only if they are not trust beneficiaries. Note: Charities
should suggest donors leave a percentage of their retirement accounts with no strings
(disclaimers) attached and give disclaimer powers to family beneficiaries as to their
shares.
Will or living trust. If an IRA or qualified plan is payable to the owner’s estate, or
passes to the owner’s residuary estate for want of a beneficiary designation, the proceeds
will pass under the terms of the owner’s will or revocable living trust. Distributions to
charity, if directed under the owner’s will or trust instrument, should qualify for the estate
tax charitable deduction. But favorable income tax treatment under IRC §642(c) will
occur only if (1) retirement funds are specifically designated under the will or trust to
pass for charity’s benefit, or (2) the retirement account passes under a residuary clause in
which charity is the sole residuary beneficiary. Satisfying pecuniary bequests from
retirement accounts will result in the estate having to include IRD in its income [Reg.
§1.691(a)-4(a)].
Addressing family concerns. Heirs may not miss the shrunken amounts remaining from
retirement accounts after taxes. However, donors could make bequests of retirement
accounts and purchase life insurance to replace what a family member would have kept.
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Or they could arrange for retirement accounts to pass to a charitable remainder trust that
would make lifetime payments to family beneficiaries, with eventual benefit to charity.
The trust would reduce federal estate taxes and absolutely no income taxes – state or
federal – would be triggered upon death. Substantial tax savings also would occur if
retirement assets were left to a charitable remainder trust from which income is paid to
heirs over a term of years. A private letter ruling also approved a testamentary charitable
gift annuity funded by an IRA distribution beneficiary (PLR 200230018).
Note that a charitable remainder trust is generally not feasible if the trust is to last for the
lifetimes of very young beneficiaries, due to the 10% minimum charitable remainder
requirement [IRC §§664(d)(1)(D) and 664(d)(2)(D), 664(d)(4)]. If the 10% test is a
problem, donors might consider leaving charity a portion of the IRA outright with the
remaining portion passing to an eligible “look-through” trust to benefit grandchildren or
other young beneficiaries. A term-of-years charitable remainder trust would also be a
solution, especially where the donor wishes to benefit a mix of older and younger
individuals, if the donor is agreeable to limiting distributions to a maximum of 20 years.
Rather than fund a CRT with an IRA, one commentator has questioned whether all
parties wouldn’t be happier with a partial outright distribution to charity, with the balance
passing to family members outright or in a family trust. One answer is that the CRT can
receive other IRD assets (such as U.S. savings bonds), and provide inexpensive
trusteeship if a charity serves as trustee. A term-of-years CRT might also be preferable
where the donor wants to use an IRA to benefit family members with a wide range of
ages – overcoming the rule that any stretch-out must be figured over the age of the oldest
person.
A disadvantage for the CRT is that if the estate is subject to federal estate tax, the IRC
§691(c) income tax deduction for estate taxes attributable to a decedent’s retirement
account is essentially unavailable if part or all of the account passes to a CRT (PLRs
9634019, 199901023, ). Again, a solution would be to forego the charitable remainder
trust and instead make an outright bequest from the IRA of an amount equal to the
anticipated charitable remainder interest. The rest of the IRA would be subject to estate
tax, but could be configured as a stretch IRA that would entitle the beneficiary to an
income tax deduction for any estate tax attributed to the IRA. Note: Now that the estate
tax exemption has risen to $5.25 million ($10.5 million for married couples, with
appropriate planning) only a handful of estates will be subject to federal estate tax.
Providing for both spouses and charity. Donors who wish to use a retirement account
to benefit both a spouse and charity have several choices:


Make charity a partial beneficiary of the account and leave the rest to the spouse,
who would then roll over the benefits into his or her own IRA or receive
distributions over his or her life expectancy under the general stretch-out rules for
inherited accounts (because the surviving spouse is not the sole beneficiary, life
expectancy can’t be recalculated annually). Alternatively, an account can be split
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into two accounts, one naming charity as beneficiary and the other naming the
surviving spouse.
Leave part or all of the retirement account to a testamentary charitable remainder
trust in which the spouse is the sole beneficiary (required for qualification for the
estate tax marital deduction).
Leave the account to a qualified terminable interest property (QTIP) trust with
charity as remainder beneficiary. However, this plan will result in accelerated
distribution of the account to the trust (and higher trust tax rates), under the
“multiple beneficiary rule.” That is, the account will be deemed not to have a
designated beneficiary [Reg. §1.401(a)(9)-5, Q&A A-7(d)].

Ideally, where both spouses are committed to the same organization, the surviving spouse
would be made the sole beneficiary of the IRA, with the expectation that he or she would
leave part or all of their rollover IRA to the charity. Of course, the first spouse to die has
no absolute certainty that charity eventually will benefit under this “reliable spouse”
strategy. So a CRT distribution may have the best practical and tax results.
II.

IRA Gifts by Persons over 70½
Congress renewed legislation enabling IRA owners over 70½ to make “qualified
charitable distributions” for 2013, up to $100,000, without owing income tax on the
distributions. IRA gifts can take the place of taxable distributions required of IRA
owners over age 70½, which will reduce taxes for these donors – even those who do not
itemize their deductions (the case with many retired persons). Donors should make
charitable distributions before making other withdrawals from their IRAs. Income tax
deductions are unavailable for IRA “qualified charitable distributions” (QCDs) but, as
noted, donors may save taxes anyway.
IRA Charitable Rollover Rulebook. Distribution checks should be issued in the name of a
qualified organization, not to the account owner. The rules for IRA gifts are well settled:
 Donors must be 70½ or older and own a traditional or Roth IRA. Other
retirement plans, such as pensions, 401(k) plans and others are not eligible.
 Only the IRA trustee can transfer gift amounts to a qualified organization. If IRA
owners withdraw funds and then contribute them to charity separately, amounts
withdrawn will be included in the donor’s gross income.
 No charitable deductions are allowed, but QCDs will not be included in the
donors’ incomes. IRA gifts may not exceed $100,000 and are authorized through
2013. The “ceilings” on contribution deductions (50% of adjusted gross income
for cash, 30% of AGI for capital gain assets), do not apply to IRA gifts.
 IRA gifts cannot be made to charitable remainder trusts or other “life income gift”
arrangements, such as charitable gift annuities Transfers are not permitted to
donor advised funds or “supporting organizations.”
 The exclusion from gross income applies not only to the IRA owner, but also to a
beneficiary of an inherited IRA, provided the beneficiary has reached the age of
70½. SEP and Simple IRAs are not eligible for QCDs.
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 QCDs are not subject to withholding under Code §3405. An IRA owner can use a
distribution to satisfy an outstanding pledge to the charity.
 Any amount paid to a charity that does not meet the requirements of Code
§408(d)(8) will be treated as a distribution to the IRA owner, includible in gross
income, followed by a contribution from the owner to charity, subject to the rules
of Code §170, including the deduction limits of Code §170(b).
Donors who do not have IRAs, or are younger than 70½, should consider designating
qualified organizations as testamentary beneficiaries of their retirement accounts.
Leaving an IRA, 401(k) or 403(b) account to charity will avoid income tax (income in
respect of a decedent) and possibly state and federal estate taxes.
IRA gifts come with a bonus: To the extent contributions satisfy required minimum
distributions, they reduce not only taxable income, but also adjusted gross income, which
can create further tax savings. Adjusted gross income (AGI) is a taxpayer’s income
before subtracting itemized deductions or the standard deduction. But AGI is also the
yardstick by which the IRS applies various unfortunate tax results. A high AGI can:








expose taxpayers to the new 3.8% surtax on net investment income;
expose more of a person's social security benefits to taxation;
affect eligibility for the savings bonds interest exclusion;
result in reduction or loss of personal exemptions;
reduce some of your itemized deductions;
reduce or eliminate eligibility to make contributions to a Roth IRA;
result in higher state income taxes in some states.

A high AGI can also limit deductions for miscellaneous expenses, casualty losses and
medical expenses. Strategies for reducing AGI are extremely scarce, so IRA qualified
charitable distributions clearly stand out as a donor’s best philanthropic resource.
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$18 Trillion in Retirement Accounts

Leave Tax‐Burdened Assets to Charity
 U.S. Savings
g Bonds
 IRAs and deferred
compensation
 Accounts receivable
of professionals
 Installment payments
on land sale contracts
 Unpaid commissions

Taxes on Retirement Accounts
 Federal estate tax plus state estate or

inheritance tax (21 States)
 Federal income tax (IRD)
 State income tax
ta (many
(man States)
 Generation‐skipping transfer tax

Sarah’s $1 Million IRA
 $7 million total estate
 Two children
 Estate would owe FET
and state death tax of
$412,000 (2013 death)
 Kids
keep lless th
than
Kid would
ld k
34% of IRA, after estate
and income taxes … but
 Charity would keep 100%

Tax Erosion of Retirement Plans

Harold’s Estate
$100,000 IRA

Income
Tax

Estate
Tax

$37,690

None

Sarah
Sarah’ss Estate
$1 million IRA
$247,540
($7 million taxable
estate)

Left
for Heirs
62%

$20,000 State
34%
$392,000 Federal
$412,000 total

IRA Charitable Gift Options
 Beneficiary change –all
all to charity, or divided among

charity and designated beneficiaries
 Leave by will or living trust (rare)
 Make charity contingent beneficiary and give heir right
to “disclaim” IRA
g annuityy
 Leave to remainder trust/gift
 Spouse can disclaim to unitrust/annuity trust
 “Reliable” spouse gives from rollover IRA

Charity Must Cash Out Its Share
by 9/30 of Year After Death, or…
 If donor died before 70½,

IRA must be distributed
within five years
 If donor died after 70½,
IRA must be distributed
over the donor
donor’ss theoretical
life expectancy
 Timely cash‐out lets others
stretch distributions over
their life expectancies.

IRA Charitable Gift Options
 Beneficiary change – part or all to charity
 Leave by will or living trust (rare)
 Make charity contingent beneficiary and give heir right

to “disclaim” part or all of the IRA
 Leave to remainder trust/gift annuity
 Spouse can disclaim to unitrust/annuity trust
 “Reliable” spouse gives from rollover IRA

Disclaiming IRAs to Charity
 Heir can be given right to “disclaim”
disclaim IRA , with part

or all passing to charity as contingent beneficiary
 Only spouse can disclaim to charitable remainder
unitrust or annuity trust
 Charities should encourage donors to designate a
po
to o
e retirement
et e e t accou
ts for
o the
t e
portion
of ttheir
accounts
organization with disclaimer powers available to
other beneficiaries to enable an “add‐on” bequest

IRA Charitable Gift Options
 Beneficiary change – part or all
 Leave by will or living trust (rare)
 Make charity contingent beneficiary and give heir right

to “disclaim” IRA
 Leave to remainder trust/gift annuity
 Spouse can disclaim to unitrust/annuity trust
 “Reliable” spouse gives from rollover IRA

Avoid “Bad Heir” Days by…
 Purchasing
u c as g lifee
insurance to replace
IRA funds left to
charity
 Transferring IRA to
charitable remainder
trust for kids
(probably for term of
years)

IRA to CRT at Death

IRA to Gift Annuity at Death

IRA Charitable Gift Options
 Beneficiary change – part or all
 Leave by will or living trust (rare)
 Make charity contingent beneficiary and give heir right

to “disclaim” IRA
 Leave to remainder trust/gift annuity
 Spouse can disclaim to unitrust/annuity trust
 “Reliable” spouse gives from rollover IRA

IRA/Spouse/Charity Gift Options
 Name charity
partial beneficiary,
receives rest
yp
y, spouse
p

over his/her life expectancy
 Leave IRA to charitable remainder trust for spouse or
let spouse disclaim to CRT
 QTIP trust with charity as remainder beneficiary may
accelerate distributions
 Leave outright to spouse.
Reliable spouse makes
spouse “Reliable”
later gift from rollover IRA

Congress Has Restored IRA
Giving through End of 2013
 “IRA rollovers” have
been renewed every
year since 2006
 IRA gifts save taxes
for nonitemizers by
replacing required
minimum
distributions
 IRA gifts yield other
tax savings

Who Can Be an IRA Donor?
 Account owners over
70‐1/2 on date of
transfer
 Participants in 401(k)
plans, etc., are not
eligible, but donors
may be able to “roll
over” these accounts
to new IRAs

PPP IRA Gift Survey
 Median distribution: $4,378
 Average distribution: $16,197
 Most common distribution: $5,000
 520 maximum gifts of $100,000 (6% of

total)

Donor Motivations for IRA Gifts
 54.3% simply desired to benefit charity
 16.5% didn’t need/want IRA distribution
 2% liked tax savings for non‐itemizers
 1.3% had exceeded 50% deduction ceiling and

wanted
d to give
i more
 3.6% “other”
 22.2% unknown

IRA Rollover Gift Rules
 IRA owners must be over 70
70‐1/2
1/2 on date of

contribution.
 Transfer must be made by IRA custodian; $100,000
maximum
 Only “public charities” can be recipients.
 No distributions to donor advised funds,, charitable
remainder trusts or gift annuities.
 No quid pro quos to donors allowed at all.

IRA Rollover Gift Rules
• Beneficiaries of inherited IRAs who are 70½ or

older are eligible
• QCDs are not subject to withholding
• Nonqualified transfers will be taxable distributions,
but will be eligible for income tax charitable
deductions.
• IRA donors need substantiation from donee
charities, similar to charitable gift receipts.

IRA Minimum Distribution Blues
 IRA owner age
g 73
 $1 million in IRA
 Owner must take an IRA

minimum distribution of
$40,486 in 2011 – all taxable
y also
 Income from IRA may
cause IRA owner to lose
itemized deductions, tax
credits, and increase tax on
social security payments

Benefits of Qualified IRA Gifts That
Satisfy Minimum Distributions
 Taxable income goes

down if gift occurs
before taking required
minimum distribution,
even for “nonitemizers”
 IRA gifts reduce adjusted
g
gross income and mayy
avoid various penalties
 IRA gifts also may reduce
taxes on social security
benefits, AMT liability

Qualified IRA Gifts Can Preserve
Deductions/Credits, Reduce State Tax
 Savings bond interest






exclusion
Eligibility to make Roth
IRA contributions
Passive activity loss
All deductions with an
AGI floor (2%,
10%, etc
etc.))
(2% 10%
Various tax credits
State income taxes that
are a percentage of AGI

Qualified IRA Gifts Reduce AGI – and
Tax Increases Contained in ATRA, ACA
 Lower AGI can decrease

loss of exemptions (PEP)
 Lower AGI reduces
cutbacks of deductions
(“Pease” limitation)
 IRA distributions are not
subject to 3.8% tax on net
investment income, but
IRA gifts can reduce tax
on other investments

Questions???

